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FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT TURKEY
www. transparency.org
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GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS, TURKEY AND THE WORLD
The Global Competitiveness Index provides a comprehensive picture of the competitiveness
landscape in countries around the world at all stages of development.

Turkey’s Rank: 59 / 142
Turkey’s Score: 4,28 / 7
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According to World Economic Forum, Global Competitiveness Index Turkey is among 18 economies in which those
are in transition from “Efficiency Driven Economy” (Stage 2) to “Innovation Driven Economy” (Stage 3). The
countries in this group: Argentina, Barbados, Brazil, Chili, Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania,
Mexico, Oman, Poland, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, Uruguay.

Turkey moves up by two places this year to 59th position. The country benefits from its
large market (17th), which is characterized by intense local competition (13th). Turkey also
benefits from its reasonably developed infrastructure (51st), particularly roads and air transport,
although ports and the electricity supply require upgrading. In order to further enhance its
competitiveness, Turkey must focus on improving its human resources base through better
primary education and healthcare (75th) and higher education and training (74th), increasing the
efficiency of its labor market (133rd), and reinforcing the efficiency and transparency of its public
institutions (86th).
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Download : Turkey report – World Economic Forum / Global Competitiveness Index
Download: Full report – World Economic Forum / Global Competitiveness Index

THE DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD DISPOSABLE INCOME
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Source: OECD Income Distribution and Poverty Database

The above chart has shown that the household disposable income distribution is fairly narrow in
the Nordic countries, some Eastern European countries as well as Austria and Belgium. The Gini
index is somewhat higher in a number of continental European countries and higher still in the
English-speaking countries as well as Japan, Korea, Italy and Portugal.
Income inequality is highest in the poorer OECD countries (Chile, Mexico and Turkey). Percentile
ratios provide a measure of household disposable income inequality at specific points of the
income distribution and are a more intuitive way to gauge the width of the income distribution.
The gap between the upper bound value of the 1th decile and the upper bound value of the 9st
decile of households is close to 1:3 for the three countries with the most narrow household
disposable income distribution and above 1:6 for the three countries with the widest. Also the
cross-country differences in the share of top income earners (top percentile) in total household
disposable income are very wide, ranging from 4.5 for Sweden to 18.1 for the United States.
On the other hand, as shown on the below chart Turkey is one of those countries where Gini index
recorded drops (Figure 1, right-hand panel).

Source: OECD Income Distribution and Poverty Database

Download: OECD - Growing Income Inequality in OECD Countries: What Drives it and How
Can Policy Tackle it ?
http://www.oecd.org/social/socialpoliciesanddata/47723414.pdf
Download: Less Income Inequality and More Growth – Are They Compatible? Part 1. Mapping
Income Inequality Across the OECD
www.oecd.ilibrary.org/docserver/download/fulltext/5k9h297wxbnr.pdf?expires=1349261502&id=id&accname=guest
&checksum=6DBFC11F0E3B244AFE2771AA9E97FFF9
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DEMOCRACY IN TURKEY AND IN THE WORLD

Source: http://www.eiu.com
London-based Economist Intelligence Unit’s Democracy Index which monitors 167 nations
ranks the small Indian Ocean island, with a population of 1.3 million, 24th out of 25 “full
democracies,” just ahead of Spain.
Norway is in first place followed by three other Scandinavian countries—Iceland, Denmark
and Sweden. Canada is eighth, Ireland is 12th, Germany is 14th, the U.K. is 18th, while the
U.S. is ranked 19th.The remaining 90 countries which make it into the “democratic” category
are divided into 53 “flawed democracies,” which includes France and Italy at 29th and 31st
respectively. The next category consists of 37 “hybrid regimes” and includes Hong Kong
(80th), Singapore (81st), Turkey (88th), Tanzania (90th) and Kenya (103rd). The remaining
countries in the Index, including Bahrain, Chad, Fiji, Madagascar, Saudi Arabia, and North
Korea, are described as “authoritarian.”
Human Rights Violations in Turkey and ECHR
The graph below illustrates the current workload of the Court: at the end of 2011, more than
151,600 allocated applications were pending before the Court. As in previous years, four
States account for over half (54.3%) of its docket: 26.6% of the cases are directed against
Russia, 10.5% of the cases concern Turkey, 9.1% Italy and 8.1% Romania. Adding Ukraine
(6.8%) and Serbia (4.5%), six States account for almost two-thirds of the caseload (65.6%).
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The following graph sets out the number of Court judgments since the entry into force of
Protocol No. 11 for the period 1999 to 2011.

In 2011, the highest number of judgments concerned Turkey (174), Russia (133), Ukraine
(105), Greece (73), Poland (71), Romania (68) and Bulgaria (62). These seven States
accounted for well over half (59%) of all judgments during the year.
Download: European Court of Human Rights Annual Report
www.echr.coe.int/NR/rdonlyres/77FF4249-96E5-4D1F-BE7142867A469225/0/2011_Rapport_Annuel_EN.pdf
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CARBON FOOT PRINTS IN TURKEY AND IN THE WORLD

The Guardian – Carbon Atlas

Download: The Guardian – Carbon Atlas

Turkey’s rank : 25 / 214
There are several leading countries in Europe, above all Sweden, UK
and Germany. Here, performance rankings have increased during
the last year. However, within Europe, countries such as Turkey,
Poland and Croatia hold some of the lowest positions in the overall
ranking. This is partly due to their policy evaluations. During its
presidency of the European Council, Poland blocked the proposed
EU’s 30 percent reduction target (until 2020). ( Germanwatch –
Global Climate Change Index )
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Germanwatch – Global Climate Change Index

Download :
Germanwatch – Global Climate Change Index
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Infant Mortality and Satisfaction with Air Quality

At 17.0 infant deaths per 1000 births, Turkish infant mortality is the highest in the OECD
and more than three times higher than the OECD average of 4.6. At 64.1% of the Turkish
population satisfaction with water quality is also the lowest in the OECD, well below the
average of 86.1%. Countries with high infant mortality typically have low satisfaction with
local water quality. (See the report in the below link)
Download: OECD Report
http://www.oecd.org/els/socialpoliciesanddata/societyataglance2011-oecdsocialindicators.htm
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WOMEN IN TURKEY

Source: Global Gender Gap Index

Gender equality is the main pillar of a democratic society and economic stability. Today’s
politicians, legislators, judiciary authorities, bureaucrats, teachers, academics, business
executives and civic society leaders in Turkey should focus more intensively on the
establishment of a “gender equality culture” in order to bring Turkey to the standards of
21st century democratic society. Turkey has a young, dynamic population with aspirations to
live in an economically prosperous country with a positive outlook for their future. It is the
responsibility of all political parties in Turkey to work together to improve its score card on
gender equality and bring it up to the standards of the European Union.
In the Gender Equality report of the World Economic Forum, Turkey ranks 122th out of a
total of 135 countries for gender equality. Turkey occupies the last place in the regional
rankings in Global Gender Gap Index. The country performs above average in the political
empowerment

of

women—primarily

women

in

parliament—and

in

the

educational attainment category, but lags behind in the other two subindexes. Turkey ranks
among the 10 worst performers in the economic participation and opportunity subindex.
(Global Gender Gap Index)
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Global Gender Gap Index

Until the early 21st century, gender equality in Turkey had made significant progress. By the
year 2000, the number of women in the labour force had reached almost 40 percent, with
women in top management positions in both the private and public sectors. Turkey had
already had a female prime minister; as well as female ministers of foreign affairs, economy,
social affairs, interior and a supreme court judge…
The following important facts have been released by women’s rights NGOs:


According to the standards of the European Union, one women’s shelter should be
opened per 7,500 people. Hence, there should be 7,500 shelters in Turkey, but in
reality there are only 38. These shelters have a total capacity of 867 people.



The number of murders of women has increased by 1,400 over the past seven years.
There is no action plan to stop this development; the legislature and the executive do
not even have a related program.



Of the 4.7 million illiterate citizens in the country, 3.7 million are females.



As female employment rose by only 2% since mid-2010 (vs.10-15% national total),
female labor participation ratio is extremely low at 24% vs. the national average of ca
52%.



The government had only set a very modest target of increasing female labor force
participation to 35% by 2030, as compared to EU strategy of 75%. Across the world an
average of 49.1 women are employed for each 74.3 men. In Turkey the ratio is
22.2/64.3. Turkey’s female labor participation ratio is the lowest among EU and OECD
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members (56.5%). Turkish females are employed only half as much as the rest of the
world.


The single most important barrier to female employment is the paucity of child care
facilities. Given their low profitability, the capacity shortages in the facilities can only
solved by state aid, incentives and leadership. However, the AKP government had
explicitly adopted a “three children per family” policy, which explains why this area of
social development has received scant attention from the central budget.
Download: WEF Gender Gap Report 2011
Download: Turkey Report – WEF Gender Gap Index 2011

Source: UN Women
Turkey’s rank in women representation in politics is among the lowest in the world. Recently
published UN map on women representation in politics in the world (prepared by the UN
Women’s Unit and the Inter-Parliamentary Union) highlights very important fact as follows:
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Turkey’s rank in women representation in parliament (% 14.2) is 88th among 143
countries.



In the world there are only 9 countries which has women representation in parliaments
at the level of 40 percent.



Women representation rates in cabinet, Turkey ranks 90th among 96 countries by one
minister in charge of family policies.



Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland’s have the highest rates among European countries
at the level of % 50 in women representation in the parliament



In Arab countries, women representaion in the parliament rate is % 11.3



There are women heads of state in 17 countries in the world, only 8 countries have
woman prime minister.
Download: Women in Politics 2012

Source : www.trust.org
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FREEDOM OF PRESS IN TURKEY AND IN THE WORLD

Source: www.rsf.org
FREEDOM HOUSE TURKEY REPORT

The index has highlighted the divergence
of some European countries from the
rest of the continent. The crackdown on
protests after President Lukashenko’s
reelection caused
Belarus to fall 14 places to 168th. At a
time when it is portraying itself as a
regional model, Turkey (148th) took a
big step backwards and lost 10
places. Far from carrying out promised
reforms, the judicial system launched a
wave of arrests of journalists that was
without precedent since the military
dictatorship.
Within the European Union, the index
reflects a continuation of the very
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marked distinction between countries such as Finland and Netherlands that have always had
a good evaluation and countries such as Bulgaria (80th), Greece (70th) and Italy (61st) that
fail to address the issue of their media freedom violations, above all because of a lack of
political will.
There was little progress from France, which went from 44th to 38th, or from Spain (39
th) and Romania (47th). Media freedom is a challenge that needs addressing more than ever
in the Balkans, which want to join the European Union but are suffering the negative effects
of the economic crisis.
Download: Reporters Without Borders – Full Refort – Press Freedom Index 2012
Representatives of the International Press Institute (IPI), the European Federation of
Journalists (EFJ), IPI’s Turkish National Committee, EFJ affiliate the Journalists' Union of
Turkey (Türkiye Gazeteciler Sendikası - TGS) and the Freedom for Journalists Platform
(Gazetecilere Özgürlük Platformu – GÖP) condemned Turkey’s continued detention of 76
journalists on what appear to be politically-motivated terrorism charges. The groups also
expressed deep concern over ongoing pressure on independent, critical journalists that has
led to an ever-growing climate of fear and an alarming deterioration in media freedom.
Download: International Press Institute, Europepean Federation of Journalists decşeration
http://www.freemedia.at/home/singleview/article/international-groups-express-alarmover-deteriorating-media-freedom-in-turkey.html
According to Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) The Office of the
Representative on Freedom of the Media released in its report ,April 2012 that, the number
of imprisoned journalists has almost doubled in Turkey (95 from 57) Since the last report
published a year ago. (see the relevant report)
The report indicates that most journalists are in prison based on the following laws:

















The Anti-Terror Law of Turkey (also known as Terörle Mücadele Yasası, TMY),
Articles 5 and 7 relating to articles of the Criminal Code on terrorist offences and
organizations or assisting members of or making propaganda in connection with such
organizations, as well as the lengthening of sentences;
The Criminal Code of Turkey (also known as Türk Ceza Kanunu, TCK), Article 314
on establishing, commanding or becoming member of an armed organization with the
aim of committing certain offences.
Courts often impose exceptionally long imprisonment sentences
Courts do not tend to grant pre-trial release of defendants
Pre-trial detentions remain very long
Journalists often face several trials and are often convicted for several offences
The reform of related laws has not occured, despite statements made by the authorities
Media outlets reporting about sensitive issues (including terrorism or anti-government
activities) are often regarded by the authorities as the publishing organs of illegal
organizations.
Journalists are often imprisoned in F-tipi cezaevi (F-type high security prisons), where
they have to serve their time with the most dangerous criminals.

Download:
OSCE - MAIN FINDINGS OF THE TABLE OF IMPRISONED JOURNALISTS IN TURKEY
www.osce.org/fom/89371
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Download: OSCE - UPDATED LIST OF IMPRISONED JOURNALISTS IN TURKEY INCLUDING
RECENT RELEASES
http://www.osce.org/fom/91070

Internet Freedom in Turkey








Despite an increasing penetration rate in the last few years, obstacles to internet access
remain. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), internet
penetration in Turkey stood at 42.1 percent in 2011, up from 18.2 percent in 2006.5
The number of mobile telephone subscriptions in 2011 was over 65 million for a
penetration rate of 88.7 percent in 2011,6 and all mobile phone operators offer thirdgeneration (3G) data connections.
Internet and mobile telephone use in Turkey has grown significantly in recent years,
though access remains a challenge in some parts of the country, particularly in the
southeast.
Until 2001, the government had a hands-off approach to internet regulation but has
since taken considerable legal steps to limit access to certain information, including
some political content. According to Engelliweb,1 there were over 15,000 blocked
websites as of February 2012, and certain online services, particularly file-sharing sites
such as Last.fm and Metacafe, have experienced repeated blocking. Over the last two
years, citizens have filed five separate applications to the European Court of Human
Rights to challenge the government’s blocking of YouTube,2 Last.fm, and Google sites
from Turkey after applicant appeals before the local courts were rejected.
In February 2011, the Information Technologies and Communication Board (BTK)3
decided to establish a countrywide mandatory filtering system with the aim of
protecting citizens from so-called “harmful content,” which includes but is not limited
to sexually explicit content and terrorist propaganda. Subsequent to strong opposition
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from the public and street demonstrations in May 2011,4 a legal challenge against the
BTK policy was launched at the Council of State level, leading the Turkish authorities to
modify the policy in August 2011. The modified filtering system is now voluntary for
subscribers and became operational in November 2011.










The government routinely blocks advanced web content and applications including
video- and music-sharing sites such as YouTube, MySpace, Last.fm, Metacafe, and
Dailymotion; blog-hosting sites like WordPress and Blogspot; Google groups; the photosharing website Slide; and file-sharing websites such as Rapidshare. In 2011, several
websites addressing Turkey-related issues were subjected to blocking orders. This
particularly affected news websites such as Özgür Gündem, Azadiya Welat, Keditör,
Firat News, and Günlük Gazete that report news on southeastern Turkey and Kurdish
issues. Google-owned Blogspot was also inaccessible for approximately three months as
a result of a blocking order in 2011.
On September 28, 2010, the Ankara 3rd Criminal Court of Peace ordered the blocking of
BugunKilicdaroglu.com, a website that assesses the policies and strategies of the CHP
(Republican People’s Party, the main Turkish opposition party) leader, Mr. Kemal
Kılıçdaroğlu. The injunction to block access to the website was requested by Mr.
Kılıçdaroğlu’s lawyers. The Ankara 11th Criminal Court of First Instance overturned the
blocking decision in January 2011.
Internet censorship is alive and kicking in Turkey, with at least 5000 websites currently
being blocked within the country. Some commentators estimate that number to be
closer to 8000, whilst the official statistics are currently kept secret by the
Telecommunications Communication Presidency (TIB). In spite of it being a hot
weekend, approximately 2000 people marched against government censorship of the
internet. The hour long march included demonstrators from several civil society
organisations and internet groups, including Cyber-Rights.Org.TR, Young Civilians,
Sansüre Sansür (Censor Censorship), Sansüre Karşı Ortak Platform (Joint Platform
against Censorship), the satirical Penguen Magazine, Turkish Netizen movement and
the Internet Technologies Association (INETD). Demonstrators had whistles, portable
music systems and tambourines. Several colourful banners brought the march to life.
They included “Do not click on our freedom”, “Do not touch my porn” and “Censorship
offends me”. The demonstrators demanded unrestricted Internet access in the name of
freedom of speech and information. The members of the Joint Platform against
Censorship announced that there will be several more protests.
Source: Dr Yaman Akdeniz: www.indexoncensorship.org
In May 2011, internet users organized a major protest against the introduction of the
country-wide filtering system. The protest gathered approximately 50,000 people in
Istanbul who demanded freedom from filters as well as the abolishment of Law No.
5651. Arguably, the protest and its associated media coverage had a huge impact on
the modification of the mandatory filtering system. Thus far, however, mobile phones
and SMS technology do not seem to play a large role in social or political mobilization.
Despite the constitutional guarantees, most forms of telecommunication have been
tapped and intercepted in practice.33 Between 2008 and 2009, several surveillance
scandals received widespread media attention, and it is suspected that all
communications are subject to interception by various law enforcement and security
agencies, including the Gendarmerie (military police). Some reports indicate that up to
50,000 phones—both mobile and landline— are legally tapped daily in Turkey, and
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150,000 to 200,000 interception requests are made each year. During 2009, it was
alleged that phone conversations involving members of the parliament, journalists,
Supreme Court and other judges, and prosecutors including the chief public prosecutor
were tapped.






According to Thomas Hammarberg, the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council
of Europe, it is essential that the Turkish authorities review Law No. 5651 to align the
grounds for restriction with those accepted in the case law of the European Court of
Human Rights.
There were no reports of extralegal intimidation or harassment of bloggers or others for
their online activities in 2011 and early 2012, though some internet content was
believed to have contributed to the 2007 murder of Hrant Dink, the editor-in-chief of
the bilingual Turkish-Armenian newspaper Agos. He had received several death threats
via email, and it was reported that his teenage killer was influenced by the writings on
certain ultranationalist websites and online forums. Such sites are not covered by Law
No. 5651 and have not been subject to blocking or regulation.
Turkish users increasingly rely on internet-based publications as a primary source of
news and despite the country’s restrictive legal environment, the Turkish blogosphere is
surprisingly vibrant and diverse. There is a wide range of blogs and websites through
which citizens question and criticize Turkish politics and leaders, including issues that
are generally viewed as politically sensitive. The majority of civil society groups maintain
an online presence, and social-networking sites such as Facebook, FriendFeed, and
especially the microblogging platform Twitter are used for a variety of functions,
including political campaigns.
Download: Freedom House – Freedom on the net, Turkey Report 2012
http://www.freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/Turkey%202012.pdf
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INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY IN TURKEY

GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS INDEX
Main challenges in Turkish judicial system :
Constitutional amendments, implementation, judiciary impartiality and independence



When the Commission Progress Report in 2010 praised the 12th of September
constitutional amendments as “a step in the right direction”, it also emphasized that
implementation should emulate EU standards. Experience to date has sadly and amply
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demonstrated that the implementation of amendments has done nothing but to further
politicize the judiciary and firmly bring it under the grasp of the executive power.



Transparency International report as follows:



“The main problem in Turkey is the lack of transparency in reshuffling (reassignments),
promotion and demotion of judges, as well as the frequent disciplinary probes. There are
no conventions regarding ethical conduct for judges or parliamentarians[1].



Furthermore, Transparency International had the following remarks regarding the results
of post-referendum regulations: “Investigations into the affairs of the judges is conducted
by an office of inspectors under the premises of the High Commission of Judges and
Prosecutors (HCJP). To investigate a judge, the 3rd division of the HCJP must apply to the
Minister of Justice, which has the sole authority to approve or reject it. This mechanism
makes it very difficult to claim that the body investigating conduct is independent.” [2]



The single biggest concern about the efficacy of the complaint process is the intimate
involvement of the Ministry of Justice. The very negative experience with the new HCJP
demonstrates the dangers of EU authorities not heeding the warnings by democratic
forces and the opposition in Turkey about the hidden traps in the constitutional
amendments, the lack of an effective communication mechanism between these two
parties, as well as the lamentable lack of objectivity by some EU officials who have openly
allied with the AKP government.



The EU Progress Reports claimed that the constitutional amendments aimed to improve
performance in areas like judiciary, fundamental rights and public administration as
suggested by the Partnership Document. The results reveal clearly that the enacted
changes have failed to meet EU standards of modern democracy.



It is extremely worrying that in these kinds of investigations the detention periods of the
suspects have exceeded any reasonable definition of “ a suitable time frame”, of which
the same can be said for the on-going trials, too. As well, prosecutors have taken an
inordinate time to prepare their indictments, adding to the violation of the rights of
defendants. According to the European Council Guideline R (80) Nr: 2 regarding
Detentions it is found desirable to “minimize resorting to detentions”, “upholding the
principle of innocence until found guilty and to use detaining defendants during trials
only in cases where there is indisputable evidence pointing to their culpability”. [3]
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According to Article 19 of the Turkish Constitution, the defendants have the right to
appeal the denial of bail during the investigations or the trials. According to European
Human Rights Charter, (Article 5) [4] freedom of the individual is protected in the widest
sense as a fundamental right. Since detention is a protective (rather than punishment)
measure according to Turkish Law on Trial Procedures, the frequent and prolonged
detains are an interference with the freedom of the individual. Unless there is very
strong evidence that detentions are the only means to mitigate harm to the society or
prevent the defendant from fleeing, they should not be used.



In other words, the basic preliminary conditions for continued detention, namely
“proportionality of detention period to the charges”, “the appearance of guilt” and “the
capacity to destroy evidence or to escape” must be proven by the prosecution in the
evaluation of each appeal. Judicial conduct contrary to this principle is a grave violation
of individual liberties. In this subject, the Transparency International makes the following
remarks.



According to the Constitution it is incumbent on the judiciary to try cases as rapidly as
possible. Furthermore, Turkey has undertaken by signing the European Human Rights
Charter (Article 6) to dispatch trials in a “reasonable period”.



In 2011, the highest number of judgments concerned Turkey (174). In 159 of these
EcofHR had ruled against Turkey. The break-down of the rulings demonstrate that
excessive detention or trial periods constitute one of the most problematic areas.
Regarding reasonable trial period violations, Turkey is considered one of the leading
offenders.



According to the European Human Rights Charter, which is now—per constitution—part
of the domestic body of laws—reasonable suspicion is cause for arrest and arraignment,
but not for excessive detention periods. [5]



As part of Turkey’s accession agreement, the State Security Courts established by the
1982 Constitution Article 143 have been abolished in the Summer of 2004, to be replaced
by Bill Nr. 5190 specifically abolishing State Security Courts, and replacing them with EFC.
However, between the repeal of the first and the passage of the second legislation, State
Security Courts stayed in session, with judicial scholars criticizing the verdicts rendered in
the interim as “null and void”. Sadly, the repeal of the law instituting State Security courts
had not ended their presence in the Turkish court system. Instead, EFC with pretty much
the same remit had been brought under the aegis of the new Law on Court Procedures.
This is a disingenuous ploy to deflect criticism from EU and cut down the number of
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negative verdicts streaming from EcofHR. To emphasize the point again, all the apparent
shortcoming of the State Security Courts fully apply to the formation and proceedings of
the EFC. As we had explained above, the trial procedures of these courts are still in many
ways in contravention of the relevant articles of the Constitution. Moreover, these courts
violate several fundamental principles such as equality before the law and a unified
justice system.



EcofHR still sees appeals based on the EFC, as the EU has not let up on its criticism. The
provisions of the Bill Nr 5190 which presumably abolishes State Security Courts are nearly
identical to the previous legislation. [6]



Given the fact that the only commonality among the civilian defendants is their vocal
opposition of the government and the investigations and trials had violated many
important tenets of due process, EU’s stance has caused indignations in Turkey’s
democratic circles.



Amnesty International’s 2011 report makes the following observations on the condition
of human rights in Turkey regarding the freedom of expression: “In addition to several
provisions of the Turkish Penal Code, the Law on Combating Terrorism, which prescribes
much longer prison sentences and trial without bail, has been used frequently to
suppress legitimate expressions of free speech”. [7]



The Amnesty International report continues: “Those most frequently sued are Kurdish
politicians, journalists and human rights advocates. Arbitrary bans on press have
continued, as many websites have been shut down, while newspapers have been
silenced for considerable time. The threat of violence against those expressing their
views continues unabated.”



In September 2001, the EcofHR has ruled in Hrant Dink vs. Republic of Turkey that the
state had failed to take the necessary precautions to protect the life of Hrant Dink, a
brilliant journalists and valiant defender of human rights. Authorities have failed to
protect Dink despite death threats and than failed to prosecute the murder
investigations vigilantly since 2007. The ECofHR also criticized the fact that ministers
have not approved inquiries about civil servants potentially implicated in the murder.
Finally, it has ruled that the lawsuit against Hrant Dink under Turkish Penal Code Article
301 has violated his right to freedom of expression.



Turkey still fails to form an independent body to be accredited by the International
Committee for Protection and Advancement of Individual Liberties. Despite repeated
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promises of the AKP government, the process has stalled and scant input from NGOs has
been permitted. For instance, no NGO commentary had been invited in the ongoing
drafting of the Bill for the Formation of Human Rights Commission, already putting its
independence under serious jeopardy. Its composition may act as a barrier to its
acceptance as an impartial arbitrator of citizen-state disputes, even if it is legislated into
presence.



The PACE members released a written decleration on detained MPs in Turkey in October
2012 : “We, the undersigned, deplore in the strongest terms the continued detention of
eight deputies elected to the Turkish Grand National Assembly in the 12 June 2011
elections. We stand in solidarity with them. The eight deputies coming from three
different political parties are all still in custody due to ongoing court cases against them.
Several of them have been incarcerated for nearly three years. We view the situation of
our colleagues in Turkey with grave concern. Their treatment is in contradiction with the
European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) regarding “deprivation of liberty” and with
its First Protocol regarding “the right to vote and be elected”. Furthermore, this state of
affairs is also in violation of the United Nations International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), regarding the right to participate in political life. Their detention
constitutes a transgression of “their right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty” as
enshrined in the ICCPR and the ECHR. We urge all those concerned in Turkey to create
those conditions that would allow these rightfully elected deputies to perform their
parliamentary duties bestowed on them by the will of the people.”

[1] www.transparency.org/regional_pages/europe_central_asia/projects_and_activities/cimap
[2] www.transparency.org/regional_pages/europe_central_asia/projects_and_activities/cimap
[3] IV. Principles applicable to the investigation and the trial, 16. The investigation of the charges
against persons kept in custody pending trial and the procedures up to trial shall always be conducted
as expeditiously as possible so as to reduce to the minimum the period of custody. Every possible
effort should be made to attain that aim.
https://wcd.coe.int/wcd/com.instranet.InstraServlet?command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&Instrane
tImage=598639&SecMode=1&DocId=668514&Usage=2
[4] http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?NT=005&CL=ENG
[5] www.transparency.org/regional_pages/europe_central_asia/projects_and_activities/cimap
[6] “www.idealhukuk.com/hukuk/hukuk.asp?mct=duyurudetay&x=makale&y=Makaleler&id=60&tit=
Ozel-Yetkili-Agir-Ceza-Mahkemelerinin-Anayasal-ilkeler-ile-Temel-Hak-Ve-Ozgurlukler-Isigindaincelenmesi-/-Muhsin-KESKiN
[7] http://files.amnesty.org/air11/air_2011_full_tu.pdf -
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INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT PARTICIPATION

Turkish civil law system derived from various European continental legal systems; Turkey is a
member of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), although Turkey claims limited
derogations on the ratified European Convention on Human Rights. The country has not
accepted compulsory ICJ jurisdiction
This map shows country’s acceptance of International Criminal Court (ICCt). Turkey is a nonparty state to the ICCt.


114 countries have accepted ICCt jurisdiction



3 withdrew acceptance of ICCt jurisdiction



79 non-party state to the ICCt
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What is International Criminal Court (ICCt)?
The International Criminal Court (ICC), governed by the Rome Statute, is the first permanent,
treaty based, international criminal court established to help end impunity for the
perpetrators of the most serious crimes of concern to the international community. The ICC
is an independent international organisation, and is not part of the United Nations system.
Its seat is at The Hague in the Netherlands. Although the Court’s expenses are funded
primarily by States Parties, it also receives voluntary contributions from governments,
international organisations, individuals, corporations and other entities.
The international community has long aspired to the creation of a permanent international
court, and, in the 20th century, it reached consensus on definitions of genocide, crimes
against humanity and war crimes. The Nuremberg and Tokyo trials addressed war crimes,
crimes against peace, and crimes against humanity committed during the Second World
War.
Source: International law organization participation, The online Factbook, Central
Intelligence Agency, viewed 10th June, 2011, www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-worldfactbook/fields/2220.html

Source : Human Rights Watch - Issues of Turkey Cloud
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RESEARCH & INNOVATION (R&I) RANKING OF TURKEY
Investment in education, research, technology and innovation is a key driver of growth and
innovative ideas that can be turned into new marketable products and services help to
stimulate economic growth,createhigh qualitypermanent jobs and improve standard of
living both economically and socially. Innovation is not limited to new technological
advancements only, but it is a broader adoption of new products, creative production
processes, new services, new business, political and organizational models.
Innovation increases productivity, manufacturing output, promotes social cohesion and
combats poverty. Therefore Research and Innovation policies and funding instruments
should aim to have a high impact on productivity, sustainable economic growth and
permanent job creation to further raise the national GDP, thus the overall wealth of Turkey.
Last year the GDP in Turkey had grown at an unprecedented rate of 8.5%, which ranked
Turkey as one of the World’s fastest growing countries.Implementation of a strategic and
integrated approach to boosting innovation is essential for Turkey to be able to sustain such
an impressive growth rate in the upcoming years. Besides economic growth, innovation also
contributes to tackling the most critical societal challenges Turkey is facing; healthcare,
education, gender equality, welfare of aging population, judiciary system, corruption,
energy, resource efficiency etc.

Where does Turkey stand in the Global Innovation Index?
“The Global Innovation Index 2012” published by INSEAD and WIPO (World Intellectual
PropertyOrganization), Turkey is ranked in the 74th place, down from 65th place last year, in
the global R&I landscape. (Switzerland, Sweden, Singapore, Finland are the leading top four
countries, USA is in the 10th place). On a positive note, during the economic crisis Turkey is
one of the few countries, where large “business” R&I spending has increased relatively.
Despite, according to the same report, the main reason for this drop is still due to
insufficientR&I investment by the Government and businesses. Most small and mediumsized enterprises (SME) are busy just struggling to operate from day to day in the
unpredictable economy and cannot afford to invest in long term R&I without short term
returns.
According to USAK (International Strategic Research Organization) Turkey, impressively,
ranked11th in Creative Goods Exports in the Global Innovation Index of 2011 among 125
countries, ahead of USA (27th) and Germany (35th). This ranking shows that Turkey’s
innovation is focused on developing innovative products with short to near term focus on
profitable exports,driven by the privatesector due to high export (and domestic) demand,
but not by the long term economic growth and social development policy. This explains the
reason how, with a low overall Innovation Index in the 74th place, Turkey has achieved the
highest GDP growth last year. The question we have to ask; Is this sustainable? Short term
innovations are good to create employment, grow businessesand keep them operational for
a period of time; however they contribute little to the overall benefit of the country in terms
of creation of national wealth and social development in the long run.
According to the “Global Benchmark 2012 Report” of BUSINESSEUROPE, Turkey is ranked
one of the lowest in the overall innovation performance among 33 OECD countries.
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Innovation Performance 2011

Source Innovation Union Scoreboard, Summary Innovation Index 2011.Innovation Union Scoreboard tracks
25 socio-economic and company specific factors that are central to the ability of companies to be innovative.
These factors include number of patents, innovation expenditure and the launch of new products and
services by small companies.

Based on the same report there are other benchmarks and indicators impacting the
Innovation performance of Turkey relative to the other “industrialized” countries, which
requires attention and action by the stakeholders in Turkey involving government, academia
and industry.
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INDICATOR
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OUT OF
# of
COUNTRIES
35

R&D Expenditure as percentage
of GDP, 2009
Completed PhD’s in Science and
Engineering 2009 (per 100o0
inhabitants in the age 25-34)
University Industry Research
Collaboration (2010-2011)
Knowledge Transfer between
Universities and Business
European Patent Application
2010
Share of 25 to 34 Year-olds with
upper secondary education 2009
Share of 25 to 34 Year-olds with
tertiary education 2009

1%
0.15%

26

26

0.63%/0.65%

3.7/(index7)

35

37

4.8/(Index10) 21

37

~8

32

37

4.5/5
(Index7)
5.5/6.5
(Index10)
150/200

40%

33

33

80%/85%

18%

33

34

32%/40%

2%/2.5%

Turkey should invest more into Science & Technology driven innovations. Currently, most of
the innovation activities in Turkey are engineering driven innovative products to meet the
demand of exports, 65% to the European region countries.According to the “Global
Innovation Index Report 2012”, Turkey ranked 61st place in the Innovation Output Sub-index
scoring 34.1 (out of 100) versusscored 37.7 (out of 100) and ranked 81st place in the
Innovation Input Sub-index. Overall, in terms of Innovation Efficiency Index Ranking (Output
Sub-index/Input Sub-index), Turkey is placed in 9thplace among upper-middle-income
countries and 40th in the world with the efficiency score of 0.82. This shows that Turkey’s
performance in developing creative products and creation of knowledge is relatively good.
On the other hand, the input side is relatively low which drives the overall innovation index
of Turkey down to 74th place in the world. For sustainable growth of GDP, Turkey should
significantly raise its investments into Innovative institutions (Government and Businesses,
SME’s), development of human capital, knowledge workers, education, tertiary education,
R&D and investment in R&I infrastructures which consist of Information Technology,
innovation ecosystem and innovation partnerships.
Therefore the overall R&I performance in Turkey presentssignificant challenges to TUBITAK
(Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey) and newly established Ministry of
Science, Industry and Technology, two influential government agencies inthe development
of Research &Innovation programs and strategies in Turkey. Through these organizations,
Turkish Government should develop a sound Research and Innovation policy and agenda to
achieve long term economic growth and addressing the key societal challenges. Government
should play a major role as a regulatory, funding andcatalyst agency.
Turkey has taken considerable steps in recent years to improve its performance in
innovation. For the period of 2000-2009, Turkey came second to China in terms of increasing
its financial resources allocated to research and innovation (R&I). Turkey is now investing
nearly 1 percent of its GDP (~$8 billion a year), almost doubled in 10 years. To be consistent
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with the European Union’s “Horizon 2020” R&I 2014-2020 program targets, likewise
Turkey’s goal is to increase its investments intoR&Iup to 3 percent in the same time period.
Despite initial positive developments, it requires more effort on the government side (Policy,
Financial Investment and Incentives, Public Private Partnerships, Education). On the
execution part much more needs to be achieved in Turkey in the next 5 to 10 years, in order
to establish Turkish“Innovation Economy and Culture”. It is not only the government
agencies but significant responsibility is also on the shoulders of academic institutions and
the private sector. This enables Turkey to sustain its global competitivenessand to reach its
goal to be the 12thlargest economy of G20 in the next 10 years, as well as establishing a
modern social system for its citizens to increase their quality of life in all aspects.

Key Stakeholders of Innovation: Public Private Partnerships (PPP)
Public Private Partnerships (PPP) is an innovation model aims to bring together stakeholders
from all areas of the collaborative ecosystem: Industry, Academia and the Government to
use innovation as a key enabler for economic growth, social development and individual
well-being. In Turkey awareness among these stakeholders should be created and strong ties
should be built with tangible incentives to all parties.
Innovation takes place when research is transformed into a marketable commercial product
or service. Therefore the role of the industry should be to research and develop markets for
innovative products, commercialize research results and create wealth. Economic impact of
innovation can only be realized if there is a market demanding innovative products and
services.
Universities are at the forefront of innovation; they should research and invent new
technologies in their laboratory environment and develop intellectual capital. Academia is
also responsible for developing talents especially in STEM education (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math) which drives 80 % of innovations.
Government is responsible for developing national innovation policy, agenda andstrategies
that are crucial for economic growth and social development.Government R&I funds should
be allocated to support innovation strategies. Incentives like R&D tax credits should be
provided to industry to stimulate co-investment by the industry into innovation. Techno
Park’s should be further developed on university campuses which accelerates industryacademic collaboration.
In addition, Turkish Government should position forward-looking R&I procurement
strategies at public sector where government institutions create demand for innovation and
they become early adopters of new innovative products. Public Private Partnerships should
foster investments to promote innovations. Developing forward-looking R&I procurement
strategy impacts efficiency of Turkish public sector, innovation performance and
competitiveness. Turkish Government can play a major role in stimulating innovations by
creating demand for innovation. . Rather than simply cut back on public services in the face
of budget deficits, governments can work with private corporations and universities to
transform the way such services are delivered by using through innovative technology
initiatives such as e-government, e-Education, remote e-Health, connected cities and
intelligent transport.
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As conceptually illustrated above, innovation Economy and Culture in Turkey can only be
accomplished by unified and coordinated efforts of the Turkish Government, Industry and
Academic institutions.
Turkey should take more advantage of EU’s R&I Framework and obtain funding from the
upcoming Horizon 2020 research and innovation program. Both Turkish academia and the
industry should actively participate. This will enable collaboration between Turkish
researchers and European researchers, enabling transfer of European know-how to Turkey.
TUBITAK, as the focal point for EU Co-Funded projects in Turkey, should accelerate its
support to the universities and industry to overcome the bureaucratic pain points
experienced in the past Framework programs, especially in the procedural complications.
Thereshould be incentives offered to the academic institutions, faculty and industrial
organizations to submit proposals for EU framework projects in order to maximize the
funding to Turkey which the Turkish Government, as an associate EU state, is required to
paythese funds to EU in advance. Last, the Turkish Government should ensure that the
European Commission includes research topics into Horizon 2020 R&I programs that are
relevant to the national development agenda of Turkey, thus results, after
commercialization, can contribute to the welfare of Turkey.
Bilateral R&I international exchange programs should be implemented such as with Western
EU countries, USA and Korea where innovation is part of the economic stimulus. There
should be financial incentives to attract Turkish scientists and innovative business owners
living abroad to return to Turkey, bring their know-how and make investments in Turkey
with their new innovative ideas which Turkish economy can benefit from.
Information and communication technologies (ICT) are reinforcing and expanding PPPs
beyond all boundaries. In innovative and creative ways PPPs that incorporate deployment
and use of ICT have the power to improve the services that matter most to city residents:
education, transportation, economic development, public safety, healthcare, and social
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services. ICT provides essential infrastructures in society. As the key enabling technology, it
has multiplier effect, thus boosts the innovation capacity of all sectors, health, energy,
environment, agriculture etc. ICT leverages innovation in the key sectors, where about 80%
of innovations come from or are enabled by ICT, can make a significant positive impact on
the growth of Turkish national economy and address societal challenges. In EU, ICT sector is
by far the largest R&I investing sector of the economy. In 2007 it accounted for 25% of
overall business expenditure in R&I and employed 32.4% of all business sector researchers.
(Source .European Commission’s Joint Research Centre - Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) –
“The 2010 report on R&D in ICT in the European Union”, JRC57808, ISBN 978-92-79-15542-0)

Turkish R&I innovation policies, incentives and funding instruments should aim to have a
high impact on productivity, sustainable economic growth and permanent job creation to
raise the national GDP and thus the wealth of Turkey.Investments into R&I, both public and
private, must be aligned with an overall national Turkish economic development and
innovation agenda in order to bring the standard of living in Turkey up to the EU standards.
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ICT SCORECARD OF TURKEY
BASED ON THE GLOBAL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY REPORT 2012

Figure 1: Networked Readiness Index Map (GITR 2012, p.9)

Over the last decades, information and communication technologies (ICTs) have been an integral
element of the development framework. With their transformative impact on the patterns of
information production, distribution, (re)uses, and the modes of communication, these
technologies have been reshaping the understanding of the traditional spatial and temporal
boundaries, while blurring the borders between national and transnational, public and private,
producer and consumer, and leader and follower. Consequently, it has been widely accepted that
ICTs have an increasing impact on the emerging patterns of governmental, commercial and
individual practices and communicative exchanges. However, in order to avoid technological
determinism, it is crucial to recognize the centrality of the users and the bits and bytes of
information that flows through these channels. The connected world and the collective
intelligence that it produces are not rising upon the connected machines, but connected
individuals, governments, businesses and citizens. The changes that we are experiencing are not
creating societies of ICTs, but societies of information. Societies, nations and governments that
recognize the multi-dimensional aspect of ICT usages will be the ones that tap the full potential of
the ICTs in the following decades, whereas the ones that miss, will lag behind in this fast pace
transformation. This is why the academic world is shifting its focus from the digital divides based
on the differences in material access to the digital inequalities, which puts a central emphasis on
the human factor. This is why the governments of the new century are increasingly held
responsible for not only the necessary infrastructure and material access, but also ensuring that
citizens are equipped with necessary skills to use ICTs and obtain the equal gains and benefits
from their usages.
One of the most comprehensive reports that capture the multi-dimensional nature of the issue is
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certainly “the Global Information Technology Report” (GITR) published by the World Economic
Forum, in collaboration with INSEAD. Since 2002, with the initial aim of exploring the impact of
ICTs on productiv ity and development, the report is assessing ICT progress and impact on various
domains - from innovation to education, from markets to political participation-, and the results
have been presented in the form of Networked Readiness Index (NRI), which consists of the
analysis of 142 economies in the year of 2012. The report is composed of 53 variables in total,
which are presented under 4 main sub-indexes. As it is stated “the final NRI score is a simple
average of the four composing sub-index scores, while each sub-index’s score is a simple average
of those of the composing pillars“ (GITR 2012, p.7).
Among the 142 countries, Turkey is ranked 52nd with a score of 4.07 out of 7.0, a progress since
the GITR 2010-2011, when Turkey was ranked as 71st country with a score of 3.79. However, it is
worth to mention that the NRI went through a transformation in the last year, where general
framework and the methodology of the annual report have been revamped, which makes direct
comparison of the results with previous years highly problematic. As a result, this review will
concentrate on the current framework and indicators, rather than an overview of the progress in
the last years that Turkey recorded in this field.
As it is highlighted in the report “the top 10 of the NRI is made up exclusively of advanced
economies“ (GITR 2012, p.9). Remarkably, all Nordic countries find their place in the top 10 of the
index, where Sweden is ranked at the top of the list with a score of 5.94. Singapore, Switzerland,
Netherlands, United States, Canada, and United Kingdom are the other countries, which made to
the top 10 of the list.
If we shift the focus to Europe, overall, European countries are preserving their strong position to
utilize the ICTs for broader economic and societal benefits. As it was mentioned, whereas 7
European countries are listed in top 10 of the NRI, advanced economies of Western Europe like
Germany (16th), Austria (19th), Luxemburg (21st), Belgium (22nd), France (23rd) are ranked in the top
25 of the NRI. Nonetheless, it is important to mention that there are significant differences in the
performance of European countries especially on the basis of sub-indexes and specific variables
under those sub-sections, which is reflected in the overall NRI scores. Southern European
countries like Portugal (33rd), Spain (38th), Italy (48th) as well as Central and Eastern European
countries like Estonia (24th), Latvia (41st), Lithuania (31st), Slovenia (37th), Croatia (45th), Czech
Republic (42nd), Hungary (43rd), Poland (49th) are among the countries which were ranked in the
top 50 of the NRI.
As it was mentioned above, the strength of the GITR report is the comprehensive methodology
that includes various variables that have the quality to capture highly diversified technological,
infrastructural, economic, social and individual factors that, in turn, affect the overall benefits that
a country can trigger out of the ICT usage. As a result, whereas overall NRI score is indeed a
meaningful indicator of the overall ICT performance of a given country, specific sub-indexes and
the variables underneath of those categories are of crucial importance to detect the areas that
requires immediate action for future development. In that manner, the analysis of the four subindexes that are categorized as “environment”, “readiness”, “usage”, and “impact” can carry out
significant clues for future initiatives (see table x for further sub-categories). In respect to
“political and regulatory” and “business and innovation” environment categories, Turkey is in 62nd
and 51st positions, which sums up to the overall score of Turkey in this sub-index to 4.06.
When we look at the “readiness” sub-index, the overall score of Turkey in this category goes
higher (4.86). The strategic investments that have been made in ICT industry over the last
decades, and the competitive environment in telecommunication sector can be seen as the main
factors that led to the relative strength of Turkey in this overall score. Thus, Turkey has a higher
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than average score in the upper middle income group (see figure 3) in the pillars of “ the
infrastructure and digital content”, which “captures the development of ICT infrastructure
(including the mobile network coverage, international Internet bandwidth, secure Internet
servers, and electricity production) as well as the accessibility of digital content”, and
“affordability”, which “assesses the cost of accessing ICT, either via mobile telephony or fixed
broadband Internet, as well as the level of competition in the Internet and telephony sectors that
determine this cost” (GITR 2012, p.7). On the other hand, the third pillar in this sub-index, „skills“
implies one of the most important weaknesses of Turkey to leverage ICTs for economic and social
development. Hence, in this category which assess the ability of a society to make effective use of
ICTs, Turkey is ranked 92nd with a score of 4.54, the lowest score in the overall scorecard of
Turkey. As this category introduces the crucial human factor to utilize the ICTs and to translate
their potential to actual economic and societal benefits, it is believed that a priority needs to be
given to educational system to ensure the further integration of ICTs in the development
framework of the country.

Figure 2: The Evolved Network Readiness Index Structure (GITR 2012, p.6).

Next sub-index, which is labeled as “usage”, consists of 3 pillars; “individual”, “business”, and
“government” usage, where Turkey is ranked 59th with a score of 3.69. Whereas “business” and
“government” usage pillars are ranked 57th and 58th, the lowest score of this pillar, and second
lowest rate in the overall assessment, is given to the “individual usage” (62nd). It has to be noted
that the indicators that this pillar are based on mainly measure the technological access such as
the number of mobile phone subscriptions, households with Internet access, both fixed and
mobile broadband subscriptions. Hence, it could be expected that with the integration of more
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sophisticated and comprehensive indicators of different usage typologies that will give more
insight on the skills, motivations and various usages of the users into the research framework may
even worsen the picture. Thus, it has been proven that even though overall access rates indicate
high technological access among the population, user typologies may reveal significant gaps
between different usage typologies, which, in turn, affect the outcomes of the interactions of
users with these technologies. (Brandtzæg, Heim & Karahasanovic, 2011). Indeed, the advanced
or diversified usage typologies correlate with higher and broader benefits triggered from the ICT
usages, which will increase the overall impact of these technologies on the welfare of the society,
both socially and economically.

Figure 3: GITR 2012 Country/ Economy Profile: Turkey (GITR 2012, p. 304)

Nonetheless, according to the report, the social impact of ICT usage in Turkey is ranked higher
that the economic impact with a score of 4.07 (52nd), whereas the latter is ranked 67th with a
score of 3.27. The overall score of impact sub-index is 3.7, which position Turkey in 55th place
among the 142 countries being evaluated. However, it has to be noted that the assessment of
impact of the ICT usages is still highly problematic, and there is no perfect methodology that
covers all variables that will indicate the overall impact of the technologies in society, especially in
regard to social impact. Within this respect, due to the “data limitations” (GITR 2012, p. ), GITR
2012 focuses on four, and fairly limited, indicators to assess the social impact of ICTs in a given
country; (1) impact of ICT on access to basic services, (2) Internet access in schools, (3) ICT use &
government efficiency, and (4) E-Participation Index. Second and fourth indicators have the
lowest scores in the social impact pillar. To assess the economic impact of the ICTs, the report
focuses on 4 variables listed as; (1) impact of ICT on new services and products, (2) ICT PCT patent
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applications, (3) impact of ICT on new organizational models, and (4) knowledge-intensive jobs.
Third and fourth indicators have the lowest scores in this pillar for Turkey.
Overall, Turkey’s ICT performance is in line with the average score within the upper middle
income group, with slightly higher rates in the pillars of “business and innovation environment”,
“infrastructure and digital content”, and “affordability”. However, the “skills” pillar is the only
category that Turkey lags behind in its income group. Considering the high rates of young
population in the country, which tends to adopt the new ICTs and their diversified usages faster,
the performance of the country in this pillar raises special concern. Based on the indicators used
for this assessment, it is conclusive that the education system of the country should be among the
priorities within the governmental efforts to leverage ICTs. Judicial independence, expansion of
knowledge-intensive jobs, and adaptation of organizational models are other critical factors that
need to be considered within this framework.

The reflection of these elements within the report proves
that the transition towards an information society
requires transformation in the political, economic and
social system as a whole, rather than mere technological
and infrastructural development.
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